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Overview of the A/B Test Window



Overview of the A/B Test Window



• Students taking a life science and government course for the 
first time in a semester schedule.

• Any student who didn’t test in HS MISA, Early Fall HS MISA, or 
the LS MISA in 2022 and still needs to take a life science in 
high school to graduate.

• Any student who took and passed the government course in 
2022 but didn’t take the Government test in SY 2022.  With 
appropriate curricular remediation, they can be registered to 
test in 2023.  

• This is a participate only year. 

Who should test in the Winter Administration? 



01=Absent Excused
02=APs/ IB/ Dual Enrollment Exempt
03=Changed to Certificate Bound
04=Duplicate Test
05=Hospital/homebound/incarcerated
06=Incorrect Accommodation/Accessibility Feature Applied
07=Local decision
08=Medical emergency
09=Suspended or Expelled
10= Test irregularity
(Codes 01 thru 10 are considered Excused Not Tested) 

20=Absent Not Excused
21=Cheating/using electronic device
22=Student Refusal to participate
23=Withdrew before test completion
(Codes 20 thru 23 are considered Unexcused Not Tested)

What happens if a student is not tested?



Test Report Codes in the Portal 

Click on the ‘+’ icon to apply 
the test report code.



Test Report Codes in the Portal 

Note: Only one 
test report code 
can be selected 
per student.



Test Report Codes in the Portal 



Why is the Test Export Status Report a useful tool? 

 Provides a snapshot of who has tested at any given point in time

 Helps determine which students have not tested

 Ensures that any not tested students have been assigned a not 
tested code

 Helps to ensure that any not tested students with an excused 
absence will be scheduled to test in a subsequent test window

 After the school day has ended on the last day of test window A, 
schools can use the report to determine who has tested and whose 
results to expect to receive in participation/student results file



Test Status Export in the Portal

Click to generate a Test 
Status Export for a school.



Test Status Export Sample file

• A CSV file listing every student and their completion status per session of the 
currently selected school and test will be downloaded

• To filter the results before exporting, set the Filter by testing status dropdown to the 
desired testing status and then click Export Test Status.



Students Not Scheduled Export in the Portal

Click to generate a 
Students Not Scheduled 
Export for a school.



Students Not Scheduled Export Sample file

 A CSV file listing every student not scheduled for the 
currently selected school and test will be downloaded



Key dates for entering a “not tested” code

• Window A – the last day of testing:  1/13/2023
• After Window A, STCs or LACs can update/change the “not 

tested” code if necessary for an excused absence
• Students who have an excused absence can be scheduled to 

test in Window B’s administration
• After Window B closes on 1/27/2023, STCs and LACs will need 

to determine when to register students with excused absences 
to test in the spring or summer test administration window.



Sample Student Results File

Where will a final record of “not tested” be reported?



• STC may enter the “not tested codes” at the school level (local decision) 

• LAC checks the “not tested codes” and works with STCs on any adjustments based 
on individual student needs 

• The final “not tested codes” for the winter administration will be returned to LACs in 
the A/B consolidated results file on 3/21/2023

Reminder: The Test Status Export is a helpful resource to keep track of who has 
been scheduled “not started, in progress, and finished.”

Reminder: The Students Not Scheduled Export is a helpful resource to keep track of 
students who were not scheduled to test. 

What are the LEA Roles in the A/B Window?



• Pre-ID file process is not changing.

• Scheduling for test sessions includes scheduling for either A or B from the 
pre-ID file.

• LACs have the discretion and authority over who to schedule to test from 
the Pre-ID file.

• LACs should select either window A or window B to test students 
depending on the date by which they need the results.  During a participate 
only year, this exercise is to simulate a data return to LEAs for grading 
programs.

• MSDE will not restrict LEAs use of window A and B.

How do you choose Window A or Window B?



• Once the test window closes, student results will be scored and reported.
• Students should only have one test record.  
• Student records without attempted test are excluded from results file.
• Students who submits a completed test will be included in results file.
• Students cannot retest for a higher grade.
• If a student is registered to test in window A but is absent due to an 

excused absence, they can test in B.  
• If a student is absent due to an excused absence in B, they can be 

registered to test in a subsequent test administration window in spring or 
summer. 

Using the A/B Window



Q:  What happens if a student submits a complete test in A and then starts one in B by mistake? 
A:  The completed test will be reported. 

Q:  What happens if a student takes a test in A, doesn’t finish due to absences, and then comes 
with an excused absence during the B window?
A:  The LAC can invalidate the test and reassign a new one in B. 

Q:  What happens if a student accidently submits two complete tests in one window? 
A:  The first test taken, tracked by test date, will be reported. 

Q:  What if a student accidently submits two partial tests? 
A:  The first test will be reported, tracked by test date.

Q:  What happens if a student starts on one form, stops, and the STC accidently assigns them a 
second form in which they complete the test?
A:  This issue needs to be escalated to MSDE immediately.  There are high scoring implications. 

How to handle outlier cases? 



• If a student has a test from another state and a course credit for a 
government or Life Science course, that student has met their EOC 
requirement and does not need to take the EOC.

• See resources on Maryland Help and Support Site: 

 Training modules https://maryland.onlinehelp.cognia.org/training/

 Portal User Guide (pages 47 – 49)
 https://maryland.onlinehelp.cognia.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2019/10/MCAP-Government-and-LS-

MISA-Portal-User-Guide.pdf

How do you handle Transfer Students?

https://maryland.onlinehelp.cognia.org/training/
https://maryland.onlinehelp.cognia.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2019/10/MCAP-Government-and-LS-MISA-Portal-User-Guide.pdf


A/B Test Window – Data Processing Scenarios
If this… Then, this… 

Student submits incomplete and complete test Cognia reports complete test

Student submits two incomplete tests Cognia reports earliest test attempt

Student submits two complete tests Cognia reports earliest test attempt

Student submitted complete test in Window A Cognia reports complete test from Window A; no further processing

Student submitted incomplete test in Window A Cognia reports complete test from Window A, UNLESS
• Student submits complete test in Window B (either a new test 

record or continuation of initial test), then Cognia will report 
complete test in Window B.   

Student has a Not Tested Code in Window A Cognia reports Window A record UNLESS 
• Student submits attempted test in Window B, then Cognia reports 

attempted test in Window B 
• Student submits complete test in Window B, then Cognia reports 

complete test in Window B



Pre-ID and Testing Decision Tree

Students are registered in the 
Pre-ID File 

Unattempted Test Attempted Test

Not Tested 
Code present

Not Tested Code 
not present

Test not 
reported

Test reported 
with Not Tested 

Code

Not Tested Code 
not present

Not Tested 
Code present

Incomplete Complete

Test ReportedReport 
incomplete test 

data

Provide test 
data with 

Not Tested 
Code

Test has not been invalidated



Have Additional 
Questions?

• Cognia Technical Product Support
(866) 207-8804 or 
LSMISA.GovHelpDesk@cognia.org

• Help & Support Site 
maryland.onlinehelp.cognia.org

Please submit additional questions via
the survey link:
https://forms.gle/vywVaJ2wPQ8wVWQE7

mailto:LSMISA.GovHelpDesk@cognia.org
http://maryland.onlinehelp.cognia.org/


Thank you.

Cognia is a global nonprofit that has the knowledge to help 
schools improve outcomes for all learners.



Additional Q & A



You mentioned that if students do not test in the Winter, they can test in the Spring or Summer. When 
does that end? Meaning if the students doesn't test in Spring or Summer do we keep trying to get them to 
test into the next year?  For the participate only, they need to participate to complete their graduation 
requirement before they can be awarded a high school diploma. When the test counts in 2023-2024, they 
either have a test score, a 0 if they didn’t test and were unexcused, or a not tested excused code and an 
incomplete in the course until they test.  They need to complete the course with a test grade or 0 in order 
to close out the course grade.  The course is needed in order for them to be awarded a high school 
diploma.  
Can we continue a test from A into B? Can I split my student into groups- for example- can we test 
general ed in A and test students with accommodations in window B?  LEAs can select to use the 
window based on when they need the scores back to plug into a grade program.  If you split your 
students, the students who test in A will have their scores back before the students who test in B.  In a 
participate only year, this will not effect grades.  In 2023-2024, you will need to select to test all students 
in the window that will give you scores back in time for your grade programs. If you split your students 
between A and B, you will need to ensure that you don’t need your grades until 5 days after B scores are 
handed off.  
What happens if a student transfers from out of state or from a non public school with a complete course 
in Government or LS MISA and an associated credit?  Do they have to test?  No.  The transfer credit is 
accepted as has historically been the case.  What is a student transfers half way through a course and do 
not have a complete course credit?  They need to be scheduled for the Government or LS MISA and take 
the EOC.  
Can a student start in window A and finish in window B as shown on the slide? This was answered as no 
last time, but now seems a yes.  No. 
How do all of the scenarios effect with the 20% credit? If a student is excused and does not test in this 
block do they receive and Incomplete until they test?  You need to check with your LEA policy regarding 
incomplete.  LEAs have been advised to operationalize the “incomplete” status for students for EOCs.  
What will happen if a student passes Gov't or the Life Science course in SY23 but does not take the 
MCAP in SY23? Will that student be able to take just the assessment in SY24, or will he/she have to 
repeat the entire class even though he/she has already passed the class?    Gov and LS MISA are 
MCAP.  SY 2022-2023 is participate only.  Students need to participate in the test. The EOCs will follow a 
cohort model. Starting with SY 2023-2024, 9th grades will need to pass the EOC.  Students for whom this 
applies will need to have the EOC as 20%.  Other students will meet their requirement by taking the test 
as participate only. Students who have a participate only requirement by year or cohort need to take the 
test for participation and pass the course in order to receive a MD diploma. 
Where does MSDE have in writing that a student requires an out of state TEST and course credit to be 
eligible for a transfer waiver?  If a student enters with a complete transfer credit for life science or 
government, they have met that course requirement irrespective of whether their out of state course had 
a test.   
If a student has unexcused absences from window A, are they not eligible for Window B?   Correct. An 
EOC replaces the final exam for the course.  LEAs can leverage not scheduling students and incomplete 
designations for courses as other avenues to manage student needs.  

Did students who took the Government class in 2020-21 receive a waiver from taking the test? Yes 
Were students who took AP Gov in the 2019-20 school year waived from taking the MCAP Government 
test?  Yes. 
When sessions are created, do we need to select the A or B window? If so, how will that be done?  LACs 
do not need to specifically select “A” or “B”.  The tests will be available for the entire 4 week (A/B) 
window, thus, no modifications are necessary.    
 
We recommend that schools create a Window A and a Window B class in the portal if necessary (e.g., to 
more easily identify a student that received an excused absence in Window A and needs to test in 
Window B). Since classes are restricted to 250 students.  You can label “Window A Class 1,” “Window A 
Class 2” to accommodate total testing population needs.   



If a student starts the test in window A and doesn't finish, does the test need to be invalidated and 
restarted in window B or can the student continue in window B?   The LAC can invalidate the test and 
reassign a new one in B.  This is true for excused and unexcused absences.  
If a student is absent-excused during Window A and has not started a test session, and needs to test in 
Window B, does that student need to be moved to a new session?   
No.  The student can stay in the same session and use the same username and password to complete 
the existing session.   
What if the absence is unexcused? Can the student not test? What if the absence isn’t excused from an 
absence in A before B closes?  LEAs can leverage not scheduling students and incomplete designations 
for courses as other avenues to manage student needs. 
When will the Not Tested codes need to be entered for Window A. Yes.   In order for students to be 
included in the Window A participation/results file, the student must have either answered at least one 
test question or be marked as not tested in the platform.    
Do not tested codes need to be entered for every, individual session or just for the overall test at the end 
of the window?  Yes for every student and their associated test.  
What action, if any, is Cognia /eMetic going to take in regard to student files between Window A and 
Window B? Are districts solely responsible for tracking who tests in which Window?   A participation file 
will be provided to LEAs after window A.  A participation file with window A and B combined will be 
provided to LEAs after window B.   
Do we need to indicate whether a student will test in window A or B? Can this be modified during the 
window?   
The tests will be available for the entire 4 week (A/B) window, thus, no modifications are necessary.    
We recommend that schools create a Window A and a Window B class in the portal if necessary (e.g., to 
more easily identify a student that received an excused absence in Window A and needs to test in 
Window B). Since classes are restricted to 250 students.  You can label “Window A Class 1,” “Window A 
Class 2” to accommodate total testing population needs.   
How much time will we have after the window closes to correct the not tested codes?   
Schools should update not tested codes by the end of each A/B testing window.   In order for students to 
be included in the Window A participation/results file, the student must have either answered at least one 
test question or be marked as not tested in the platform.   
Schools may also update not tested codes during the 5-day review of the participation/results file that will 
be received after Window B has ended.  
If we have a student registered in error, do we need to do a not tested code or can we delete the 
student?  Any registered student that does not test will simply not be included in any participation/results 
file. Schools may unenroll any students that are registered in error.   
Will we get some sample files to work with to see how long it will take to load our scores and see the 
potential impact on failure rates?  Yes.  
Can students be registered in both window A and B?  Not at the same time. The tests will show as 
scheduled for the entire 4 week (A/B) window.  We recommend that schools create a Window A and a 
Window B class in the portal if necessary (e.g., to more easily identify a student that received an excused 
absence in Window A and needs to test in Window B). 
Will STCs have two sets of classes in the platform? I am still confused about how the different windows 
will show in the platform for our STCs.    
We recommend that schools create a Window A and a Window B class in the portal if necessary (e.g., to 
more easily identify a student that received an excused absence in Window A and needs to test in 
Window B).  
Will we have access to the students after the end of the window to do the clean up? Previously, the 
platform is cleared immediately.  Yes.  There is a consolidated demographic clean up after the A and B 
window are complete.  

If a student completes one session, do we need not tested codes for the other sessions?  



Not tested codes are indicated at the test level and not at the session level. The STC will need to enter a 
test report code for each student test. The STC should monitor the status of test completion.  If a student 
finished session 1 and stops for some reason, the STC needs to enter a test report code before the end 
of the window if needed, otherwise, the that one session, under the attemptedness rule, will be reported.   
How will we know if the student is registered for window A or B? Is this going to be in the files or in the 
platform?   
We recommend that schools create a Window A and a Window B class in the portal if necessary (e.g., to 
more easily identify a student that received an excused absence in Window A and needs to test in 
Window B).  
The results file will include information regarding which window the students actually tested in.   
What is the purpose of the Not Tested Codes?  To track students who are not tested for the EOC and 
determine their eligibility to do make up testing.  
Will MCAP Bio be required for AP Biology courses? If so what about students that have already taken 
Biology and MCAP Bio in a previous year?  Yes, they must take the EOC and it needs to be 20% of a 
final grade. This is for federal accountability.  
Does the LS MISA have to be given to 10th graders due to the federal high school testing requirement 
that states a science test must be given between grades 10-12?  The LS MISA can be administered to 
students in grades 9-12. 
Are the paper deadlines the same as the online deadlines and when do we need to have these materials 
returned? The online and paper deadline are the same.  
Is the expectation that STCs will do not tested codes at the end of Window B.  The STC or LAC can enter 
the not tested codes.  This is a local decision.  
If the absence is unexcused, what does this mean for the student? Does it mean they can't test?  If a 
student is unexcused at the end of the test window in a participate only year, they can be scheduled to 
participate in a future test window.  During the 2023-2024 year when the EOC counts, if a student was 
registered and scheduled to test but did not test, the student will receive a “not tested” for participation 
and a “0” for the grade conversion score.  LEAs can control who receives a not tested code by 1) not 
scheduling a student to test, 2) by assigning the appropriate not tested code, 3) by using the “incomplete” 
designation for a course.  
When you say LAC checks the not tested codes, what is the expectation?  LEAs have the authority and 
responsibility for assigning accurate not tested codes for students.  These will be reported in the results 
file. This can be handled at the STC or LAC level.  It can also be handled by STCs with LAC oversight.  
What will be the difference in the Students Results File available June 6 and the Final Students Results 
File available July 20?  The student results file delivered to LEAs June 6 is for test window A only.    The 
final student results file delivered to LEAs on July 20th combines A and B window results.  
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